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Justin and Mary Marantz are an internationally renowned
photography duo, named one of the top 15 wedding
photographers in the world by Profoto and one of the top 100
by Brandsmash. For 10 years, they’ve traveled the world,
shooting editorial pieces and weddings and leading workshops
designed to educate and support photographers and small
business owners. They are speakers, writers and the authors,
and they’ve been featured in publications including Business
Insider, Brit+Co, Bustle, Martha Stewart Weddings, Style Me
Pretty, The Goal Digger Podcast, and more. The award-winning
pair is known for a classic, sophisticated style a passion for
black and white and an undeniable enthusiasm for their craft.
For more information, please visit JustinandMaryBlog.com.

Why Justin & Mary?
• In all areas of their work, Justin and Mary focus on the art of connection. They value and display this principle
in everything they do, from connecting with their clients and showcasing it through their photography to
connecting with other photographers and business owners and sharing their own story of falling in love,
getting married and now, owning a business together.
• From their impeccable editorial and wedding photography and business expertise to lifestyle, marriage and
women’s interest topics, Justin and Mary are passionate about sharing their story and experiences with
audiences across the world through writing and speaking.
• Mary has a incredible, inspiring story. She grew up in a poverty-stricken area of West Virginia and her
childhood home had a dirt floor. At 18, she left home to attend college and eventually graduating from Yale
Law School. Her upbringing fuels her ambition in all areas of life, as well as reminds her to stay humble and
work hard.
• They are award-winning photographers with top industry accolades, including the “Legends of Light” award
and being named one of the Top 20 Influential Photographers and Top 100 Photographer by SLR Lounge.
• They are invited yearly to speak at top conferences and online summits, including the honor of giving the
keynote address at WPPI in 2016. Additional recent speaking engagements include Rising Tide Summit for
Creatives, which has an audience of 70,000They’ve taught workshops all over the world including Sydney,
Germany, the Netherlands and London, as well as three cross-country speaking tours.
• They share their stunning photos and exceptional, seasoned advice with their large online audience, including
more than 115k followers across all social media platforms, through their blog and to 40k newsletter
subscribers.
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JUSTIN & MARY
Editorial Photography, Wedding Photography and Online
Education
Justin and Mary are respected around the world for their
stunning photography and their leadership in photography
education. Whether using the classic black and white style
or capturing the extreme joy of one’s wedding day, their
remarkable shots, disarming demeanor and commitment
to their craft is unparalleled.
Essential to everything they do is their commitment to
helping other photographers learn and grow. Through
online education courses, in-person workshops, mentoring
sessions and so much more, Justin and Mary share their
experience with photographers around the world.
Women’s Interest and Lifestyle Topics
As a female business owner and accomplished
photographer with extraordinary style, class and grace,
Mary serves as an icon for women everywhere. She is
passionate about lifting women up and sharing her hardwon lessons with others.

Business and Entrepreneurship
Justin and Mary grew their passion for photographer
into a world-renowned business and they truly enjoy
sharing their advice and lessons with other business
owners. They believe that their business is their legacy
and that all leaders can build a legacy, too.
From advice to their younger selves and learning from
business failures to the importance of goal setting for
businesses and owning a business with your spouse,
Justin and Mary can share entrepreneurship guidance
and counsel garnered from 10 years of building a
business from the ground up.

“Be incredibly committed and work really hard at always getting better in your craft. Never think that it’s “good enough”
or that you’ve arrived. You haven’t. You won’t. If you do, hang up your work and walk away for you have lost the love of it.
Never, ever stop learning. Show up every day and do the work.” – Mary Marantz
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